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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The COVID-19 (COVID) pandemic has led to unprecedented action and innovation in
the US healthcare system; at the same time, it has presented extraordinary challenges
and risks. Through dramatic augmentation of surge capacity, deferral of other services,
and implementation of crisis standards of care, hospitals in many locations have
been able to absorb the blow of the first peak of COVID cases and continue to provide
lifesaving care to both COVID patients and others with life-threatening emergencies.
But many communities are just beginning to experience the full force of the pandemic,
and in every location, the healthcare response to COVID has come at a very dear price.
Healthcare facilities have sustained huge financial losses, and healthcare workers’
health and well-being have been put at high risk. New standard operating procedures
and work processes have been improvised, and many old lessons have had to be
relearned.
There is an urgent near-term need to address key challenges faced now by healthcare
facilities and healthcare workers in the pandemic, and this current crisis also has made
painfully apparent the many vulnerabilities of our healthcare system and the longerterm structural reforms that are necessary to sustain it. This report offers answers
and recommendations related to the following problems, for which there are tractable
solutions:
•

How can we improve infection prevention in hospitals and maintain a robust
supply chain for personal protective equipment (PPE)?

•

What approach should we take to restarting deferred healthcare services?

•

What financial support is needed for hospitals and healthcare providers?

•

How should the healthcare workforce be sustained and augmented?

•

How can we provide mental health support for healthcare workers in this crisis?

•

How can we provide medical care and sick leave for all people in the United
States?

•

How can we make telemedicine a new normal?

•

How can we reduce the number of undiagnosed infectious diseases in our
hospitals?

•

How can we better protect emergency medical services (EMS) personnel from
infectious diseases?

•

How can we better coordinate the healthcare response to COVID and the next
pandemic?

This is not an exhaustive compilation of all the challenges the health sector faces,
but these are among the most important. We have organized these topics and
recommendations roughly in order of the urgency with which they must be addressed.
There is much to be done now.
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How can we improve infection prevention in hospitals and
maintain a robust supply chain for PPE?
The opportunities for nosocomial COVID transmission in the healthcare system are
numerous, particularly during aerosol-creating procedures such as intubation or
manual ventilation. To prevent transmission in hospitals, infection prevention and
control measures must be improved and maintained. The US Centers for Disease
Prevention and Control (CDC) has provided and regularly updates guidelines on
their website for infection prevention and control in healthcare settings. These
recommendations, which cover topics such as ways to reduce exposure opportunities,
patient isolation, staff training, infection prevention and control precautions, and
environmental infection control, should be reviewed and implemented by all healthcare
facilities.1
Importantly, to properly operationalize these guidelines, facilities need consistent
access to sufficient levels of proper PPE and other materials necessary to prevent
transmission, such as hospital-grade disinfectants and hand sanitizer. Unfortunately,
shortages of these resources, particularly PPE, have been widespread during the
pandemic due to high demand, fragile supply chains, and limited stockpiles.2,3 This has
greatly hindered infection prevention and control efforts. Whereas the national need
for PPE during this first wave of the pandemic has been estimated,4 there is no publicly
available information on the supply. Although PPE from the federal Strategic National
Stockpile (SNS) has been distributed, for the most part healthcare facilities and states
have had to source their own limited supplies of PPE, often in competition with each
other.
There are several critical elements of the supply and use of PPE that must be considered
at the state and federal levels in order to ensure ongoing healthcare operations.5 At each
of the federal, state, and healthcare facility levels, PPE supplies and needs should be
systematically and continually assessed. Supply chain issues are typically part of the
incident command structure at each level. However, there is no preexisting mechanism
for providing needed situational awareness regarding the availability of supplies. No
agency of government is responsible for tracking supply or manufacturing capacity for
PPE, and manufacturers are not required to report this information. To determine nearterm PPE needs, forecasting scenarios should be used at all levels (including alternative
PPE supplier options) to get ahead of possible absolute shortages.
If PPE supplies are not adequate to permit their use under conventional standards,
back-up options should be identified in line with crisis standards of care guidelines to
use PPE in ways that diverge from normal practices.
It is critical to implement a strategy to monitor PPE use and distribution and to
centralize visibility of orders placed at every level. This improves purchasing power and
allows for strategic realignment of supplies to match needs and fill gaps in coverage. It
also allows for the identification of potential failure points and bottlenecks. These areas
can then be targeted for rapid intervention and mitigation strategies.6
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Decontamination and reuse strategies should be developed by healthcare facilities
and tested in advance whenever possible. Validated and/or FDA-approved measures
should be prioritized, and respirators should be collected and stored for future
decontamination, even if the current supply does not warrant decontamination and
reuse strategies.7
Finally, healthcare systems should look to adopt reusable respirators, such as
elastomeric facemasks8 and powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs), wherever
possible, both now and going forward. Training and fit testing healthcare workers on
respirators can be time-consuming and may waste PPE and critical personnel hours.
Additionally, disposable respirators and respirators with disposable elements are reliant
on a frail supply chain. The procurement and use of reusable respirators at scale may
alleviate this reliance.
Once the crisis phase of the pandemic is over, entities at every level should conduct a
high-level mapping of the depth of their PPE supply chain. Often, visibility of the entire
supply chain system is quite limited, and a careful review of the entire system is the
first step toward strengthening our supply chain capabilities.9 This review, conducted
nationally and made public, should include mapping all elements of the supply chain,
including the regulatory environment, raw materials, manufacturing, distribution
(including transportation), and healthcare system use. Individual healthcare facilities
should evaluate their supplier and distribution chains and evaluate the need for
additional redundancies.
Now and going forward, there are opportunities for innovation and adaptation of PPE
approaches.10 Federal entities, including the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the National Institute
of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), should work with industry leaders,
academic partners, innovation labs, and PPE end-users to create truly novel, reusable
PPE solutions. Innovative approaches, such as improving elastomeric respirators
and streamlining PAPRs, can reduce the reliance on the global raw material and
manufacturing supply chains and will be beneficial to the entire system. Furthermore,
having more domestic production of PPE would lessen our reliance on long and
potentially vulnerable supply chains. New legal requirements for a centralized reporting
system for certain supply chains could also be considered.
Recommendations:
•

Federal, state, and local governments must continue to address PPE access
issues or risk continued disease spread.

•

As facilities continue to improvise to conserve PPE, they must also implement
just-in-time training of healthcare workers in proper PPE selection, donning,
and doffing and on other infection prevention and control measures, so that
they can safely treat patients and use existing resources wisely.
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•

Healthcare facilities should continue to implement elevated levels of infection
prevention and control practice for the long term. This may have the beneficial
consequence of reducing other nosocomial infections.

•

Healthcare facilities should develop crisis standard of care plans for PPE.

•

The federal government should create a centralized information-sharing
system so that, in a declared emergency, states and healthcare facilities work
collaboratively in sourcing PPE and other scarce medical supplies.

•

Federal agencies should continue to conduct research and provide guidance
related to decontamination and reuse of PPE.

•

Congress and the executive branch should consider legislation to foster greater
domestic production of PPE.

•

Healthcare facilities should devote a greater share of their respirator purchases
to reusable devices, such as elastomeric face masks and PAPRs, and federal
agencies should foster research into making these devices easier to use.

•

The federal government should maintain situational awareness of the supply
chains and manufacturing capacity of all PPE, and suppliers and manufacturers
doing business in the United States should be required to supply the needed
data.

•

A much greater level of tracking and coordination of the medical supply chain
is needed. Some of this challenge may best be suited to the SNS; however,
this would require a much larger organization with broader powers and much
more funding. Other aspects of the supply chain may best be managed by the
critical infrastructure program of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR), the FDA, or the CDC. It needs to be determined which
organization is best suited to each item, but the supply chains of all regulated
medical products, including countermeasures, medical devices, and PPE, should
be actively tracked and coordinated.

What approach should we take to restarting deferred healthcare services?
Across the country, “elective” healthcare services in hospitals, outpatient centers, and
physicians’ offices have been canceled or deferred in order to create capacity for COVID
patients, conserve PPE, and avoid exposing noninfected patients to the virus circulating
in these facilities. This has allowed for the reallocation of staff, space, and equipment
to meet the surge demands of the pandemic in a US hospital system that normally
operates at full capacity.
Some of the services, such as cosmetic procedures or joint replacements, are truly
elective, but others, such as cancer or heart surgeries, become less elective the longer
they are delayed. There is a need to resume these services as soon as possible. But
pulling back from the surge model, in which anesthesiologists and surgeons are
needed as critical care physicians, anesthesia machines are being used as ventilators,
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and recovery rooms are used as makeshift intensive care units (ICUs), is possible only
when the epidemiologic data in the community and in the healthcare system indicate a
clear reduction in confirmed active new cases.11 Hospital data on COVID presentations
to the emergency department (ED), admissions, ICU census, and ventilator and PPE
use should be analyzed to demonstrate a clear decline toward pre-COVID levels of
use. If hospitals are operating well within their limits and have available capacity as
the epidemic wanes in their region, then it would make sense for them to consider
resuming elective procedures. However, if hospitals are still struggling to cope with
COVID patients, then they should wait. It is the healthcare facilities themselves that
are likely to know best, by reviewing epidemiologic data and utilization rates in their
hospitals, the best timing for resuming elective procedures.
In addition to cancellation and delay of elective surgeries and other routine services,
there has been a decrease in hospital visits for a variety of conditions, presumably
related to stay-at-home orders, quarantine, or fear of contagion. As COVID cases decline
in certain regions and patients increasingly view the risk of contracting COVID in a
hospital to be lower, more patients are likely to present to EDs. Thus, we expect that in
the coming months, hospital load due to non-COVID patients will increase. This will be
occurring at the same time as social distancing is eased, which itself may result in more
hospitalizations of COVID patients. For this reason, at least in the coming months,
excess hospital and medical capacity should be maintained to cope with a potential
rebound in COVID patients and rising numbers of non-COVID patients, until such
a time when COVID is clearly reduced to small and manageable numbers in a given
community and pent-up demand for regular medical care has been addressed. Regular
reassessment of demand for routine hospital services and close monitoring of the
numbers of hospitalized COVID cases will be needed as social distancing restrictions
are relaxed.
In addition to the challenge of when to resume deferred procedures and how to
maintain increased capacity for some time, hospitals, clinics, and physicians’ offices
will have to address infection control issues. Because there is asymptomatic infection in
the community, as surgeries and outpatient services resume, there will be a significant
risk of nosocomial spread of infection in hospitals, clinics, and outpatient surgery
centers due to patients with unsuspected COVID infections who are being treated for
unrelated conditions. Strict measures to prevent disease transmission, telephone or
off-site screening, and rapid testing will be required. Routine rapid COVID testing for
all hospital admission and preoperative patients should become the new normal. There
may be a resurgence of COVID cases to such a level that cancellations may need to be
resumed.
To organize a gradual resumption of services as the COVID critical care demand
subsides, a priority system for restarting deferred healthcare services must be developed
in hospitals and the healthcare system. For example, in-hospital oncology services,
cardiovascular and stroke care, infusion services, and transplants might be assigned the
highest priority.12
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There also will be time pressure to resume revenue-generating procedures, without
which hospitals will have difficulty staying solvent. Given the tremendous financial
losses incurred by hospitals during surge conditions since mid-March 2020, it makes
sense to focus on ways to bring medical procedures back on line safely and promptly.
This is not only needed for the health of the population cared for by the hospital that
has had to defer substantial amounts of care, but it will also strengthen the financial
position of hospitals to respond to COVID and all other normal medical problems
in the year ahead. One near-term priority for hospitals should be resuming surgical
procedures that have been delayed, with a negative impact on the medical condition of
a patient. Consideration should be given as well to prioritizing procedures that are least
disruptive to ongoing inpatient COVID activity. Previously scheduled elective surgeries,
semi-urgent newly scheduled surgeries, and diagnostic and interventional procedures
in cardiac catheterization labs, interventional radiology, and gastrointestinal and
pulmonary interventional endoscopy suites might be the next to resume.
To prepare for this transition, hospitals should develop a roster of patients or procedure
types on a “waiting list” and assemble a team to prioritize them based on objective
medical need and the availability of the relevant needed staff.13
Outpatient services in medical offices and clinics have also shut down or significantly
curtailed services. As community spread of COVID decreases, these facilities will be able
to resume operation, and they too will have a significant backlog of deferred patients.
Again, an objective triage process managed by the facilities themselves should be used
to assign priority.
At the same time this is happening, inpatient or outpatient staff may be reduced due to
illness or continued reassignment to other activities. To mitigate the demand for staff,
outpatient practices should consider continuing telehealth for follow-up and many
routine visits, expanding the use and responsibilities of allied health professionals,
and adopting a team approach to care.14 And as with hospitals, in the outpatient
setting, there must be continued emphasis on infection control measures, including
appropriate use of PPE, masks for patients, telephone pre-screening, and segregation of
respiratory illness patients in waiting areas and office entrances and exits.
Recommendations:
•

Hospital data on COVID presentations to the ED, admissions, ICU census, and
ventilator and PPE use should be analyzed to demonstrate a clear plateau or
return to pre-COVID levels of utilization before deferred services are resumed.

•

Augmented levels of hospital capacity must be maintained even as COVID cases
decrease to be ready for a surge in non-COVID cases that were deferred and a
possible rebound in COVID cases.

•

Rapid COVID testing should become routine for all hospital admissions, and
high levels of infection prevention should be maintained because of the risk
presented by asymptomatic carriers.
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•

Resumption of deferred inpatient and outpatient services should be prioritized
(triaged) based on an assessment of objective patient health needs and
availability of needed hospital space, equipment, supplies, and staff.

What financial support is needed for healthcare facilities and
healthcare providers?
The COVID pandemic has resulted in a precipitous decline in individuals seeking care
for non-COVID-related health concerns. Many outpatient visits are being converted
to a telemedicine format, and care requiring in-person evaluation is being postponed
as much as possible. This approach covers a wide range of services, from office visits
to imaging to elective surgeries. The loss of patient volume is resulting in financial
challenges for both healthcare facilities and practitioners. In a survey of 724 medical
practices throughout the United States conducted by the Medical Group Management
Association, 97% of practices reported negative financial impacts as a result of the
COVID pandemic.15 The survey also found that practices on average are seeing a 60%
decrease in patient volumes and a 55% decrease in practice revenues.
While some areas have seen the need for many additional healthcare providers during
the pandemic, most notably the New York City metro area,16 others that have not
experienced the same numbers of cases are facing the reality of laying off or furloughing
healthcare workers due to the fall-off in demand for non-COVID-related health
services.17
Financial support will be needed for hospitals hardest hit by surges of COVID patients
due to the extraordinary costs they have incurred for things such as increased staffing,
purchases of PPE and ventilators, and configuring new ICUs and isolation rooms. At the
same time, they have lost considerable income from revenue-generating services that
they have had to cancel. Many practitioners and outpatient healthcare facilities have
also lost much of their revenue due to canceled healthcare services.
But healthcare facilities and practitioners that have been relatively spared will also
need financial support due to losses from cancellation of services and decreased
patient volume because of stay-at-home orders. There are few corners of the healthcare
system left untouched by the pandemic. Practices and healthcare facilities driven into
insolvency during the pandemic will need financial support to pay healthcare workers’
salaries, purchase needed supplies, and provide the care that has been deferred during
the pandemic. This will be especially important as the peak of the pandemic passes and
a surge of deferred non-COVID health services begins—but with the need for increased
infection prevention and PPE requirements to prevent COVID transmission.
The ASPR office in the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has already
provided $100 million to support certain healthcare systems and coalitions in preparing
for COVID surges.18 The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act
provides an additional $175 billion to cover costs and losses to hospitals and some
National Action Plan for Expanding and Adapting the Healthcare System for the Duration of the COVID Pandemic
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providers.19 Until there is a vaccine, there will be ongoing public fear of contagion at
healthcare settings, which may result in sustained decreases in patient volume beyond
the immediate response and recovery to the pandemic. It is not clear that the funds
authorized so far are enough to cover all the losses incurred to date, much less the
ongoing losses that the health sector will continue to experience.
In addition to emergency funding, there needs to be ongoing funding to foster and
incentivize greater sustained preparedness and infection prevention activities going
forward. One way to do this is through marginal increases in payments to healthcare
facilities for all services.
Recommendations:
•

HHS and states should establish mechanisms to track financial losses in the
health sector, and if losses prove to be significantly higher than what would be
covered by the CARES Act, more assistance should be sought from Congress.

•

HHS should consider establishing a crisis fund to provide short-term bridge
funding for hospitals on the verge of financial collapse.

•

To inform possible future funding legislation above and beyond the funding
already authorized, HHS should determine how much additional funding may
be needed to cover health-sector losses due to the pandemic.

•

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) should consider funding
facilities that achieve certain preparedness or infection prevention goals at a
marginally higher rate than others.

How should the healthcare workforce be sustained and
augmented?
Recruiting, retaining, and protecting healthcare workers during the COVID pandemic is
fundamental to sustaining the US healthcare system.20 Healthcare workers are among
the groups with highest risk during the pandemic because of their prolonged proximity
to infected patients, a situation compounded by shortages in protective equipment in
the areas hardest hit by COVID. Inadequate protection of healthcare workers during
the COVID pandemic undermines the ability to provide clinical care and fractures
the system’s social responsibility to the community. As of April 14, 2020, more than
9,000 healthcare workers in the United States had contracted the disease, and 27 had
died.21 Many currently employed healthcare workers are over the age of 65 and have
conditions that may elevate their risk for hospitalization or death if they contract
COVID, suggesting that hospitals consider whether such workers, including physicians
and nurses, should be redeployed away from the highest-risk sites.22,23
Aggressive actions by state governors to procure additional supplies of PPE, rapid
redesign of hospital workflow and staffing patterns (eg, “cohorting” of COVID patients,
moving to unidirectional flow through units, and team nursing), engineering controls,
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and special training of hospital staff are all logical and good attempts to mitigate
transmission of disease. Yet, the implementation of these measures cannot compensate
fully for a healthcare system that was underprepared for a pandemic of this scale. In
the absence of adequate protective measures, an exhausted and demoralized healthcare
workforce will continue to experience increased morbidity and mortality, with rising
rates of absenteeism, and many may leave the workforce permanently. In addition to
sourcing adequate PPE, healthcare facility administrators must practice transparent
communications and display an unwavering commitment to worker safety.
Maintaining an adequate healthcare workforce during this crisis and in the future
requires not only maintaining an adequate number of healthcare workers, but also
optimizing conditions that enable each clinician to care for a high volume of patients.
This includes retraining clinicians and allowing them to practice to the top of their
licenses, in addition to strategies to enhance their well-being and avoid burn out.
Given the uncertainty regarding the duration of the COVID pandemic, and with the
promise of a vaccine a year or more away, it is essential that healthcare workers be able
to perform to their full potential over an extended period of time.24 Many communities
and healthcare facilities struggled before the pandemic with chronic shortages of
physicians, nurses, respiratory therapists, and other highly trained professionals. This
will be exacerbated if healthcare workers leave the field as a result of the pandemic.
Healthcare workers are being mobilized and deployed to units within and outside of
traditional healthcare settings to meet the surge in demand for screening, testing,
medical countermeasures (once they become available), and clinical care. Keeping in
mind that healthcare workers are coping with the same societal shifts and emotional
stressors faced by the population at large, they are now expected to function in a
rapidly evolving practice environment that differs greatly from that with which they
are familiar.25 Paradoxically, while areas such as New York City and New Jersey are
desperate for additional staff, healthcare workers in other areas of the country are being
furloughed, suggesting an inefficient distribution of healthcare workers as a national
asset.
Healthcare workers’ duties and willingness to work have always been context-specific
and correspond to the nature and scale of threat that public health disasters pose to the
common good. Willingness to continue to work, or not continue to work (absenteeism),
in a large-scale public health emergency such as the COVID pandemic is dependent on
a multitude of factors.26-28 Healthcare workers’ perceptions of the risk, sense of their
own clinical competence (eg, knowing how to care for patients during the pandemic),
confidence in their employer’s commitment to create a safe workplace environment (eg,
preparedness planning for respiratory protection and worker vaccination programs),
and logistical ability to show up for work (childcare, etc) contribute to their decision
to keep working.29-31 While the severity of the current pandemic calls for a population
health ethic to “do the greatest good, for the greatest number, with the least amount
of harm” and attends to our common good as a society, ultimately, healthcare workers
need to know that they are safe and that they can keep their families safe.
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As COVID significantly increases healthcare workers’ risks of disease and death,
particularly for those in high-risk categories, absenteeism due to the choice to not work
is not entirely unreasonable.32 This decision making may represent adaptive behavior
on the part of healthcare workers and thus offers a framework for organizations for
designing support services and mitigation strategies to sustain the workforce.
Responsibility for creating and sustaining the healthcare workforce does not fall on the
healthcare system alone: Government and public/private partnerships also contribute
to the labor landscape. Healthcare workers will value support services and prioritized
access to protective and preventive measures. These measures include priority for
testing, preferential access to antiviral therapies and vaccination, and greater access to
PPE when it becomes available.23,33,34 Ensuring care of and equal access to these assets
for healthcare workers’ family members would enhance workforce confidence and
willingness to continue to work. Analogies of ”going into battle” and “being at war with
the virus” have led some to suggest that hazard pay, preferential tax treatment, and
other financial remuneration may be warranted to protect the integrity of the workforce.
As the healthcare system shifts to adapt to the impact of the pandemic, new sites are
launching that need physician and nurse expertise, including telemedicine services,
patient advice lines, and augmented telephone triage systems. Models for cross-state
licensure of healthcare workers beyond existing discipline-specific compact states
would facilitate staffing of these ventures.
Recommendations:
•

Regulatory constraints addressing licensure, certification, and scope of
practice of healthcare workers need to be relaxed so as to augment the existing
healthcare workforce.

•

Existing regulatory barriers to telephone- or video-based clinical encounters
should be removed. These include changes in federal or state legislation or
regulations, suspension of stringent enforcement of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability (HIPA) Act, and ensuring payment parity with inperson encounters.

•

Models for cross-state licensure of healthcare workers beyond existing
discipline-specific compact states should be created to facilitate staffing various
forms of telemedicine and e-health resources.

•

Congress should immediately enact legislation and emergency regulatory
authority to enable healthcare workers to deliver care to the top of their license
and training—that is, practicing to the full extent of their education and
training, instead of spending time doing activities that could be effectively done
by others with less expertise—and to authorize and appropriate a consistent
funding stream for healthcare worker emergency preparedness and response
education and training. Relevant disciplines include advanced practice nurses,
physician assistants, pharmacists, paramedics, and emergency medical
technicians.
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•

States can activate state healthcare professional reserve units to provide
immediate additional staffing for physical care delivery, telephone triage, and
logistics support. Retired healthcare workers can provide invaluable service and
expertise at the local level if deployed safely and appropriately.

•

Federal and state governments should invest in programs to support the
training and hiring of healthcare workers to foster the growth of the healthcare
workforce.

•

Healthcare facilities should consider hazard pay to healthcare workers involved
in direct patient care of COVID patients during extraordinary surge conditions.

How can we provide mental health support for healthcare workers
in this crisis?
The stress of caring for an ever-expanding number of COVID patients in health
systems across the United States has placed a tremendous mental health burden on
our healthcare workforce. While most of the population is socially distanced in the
relative safety of their homes, healthcare workers, including clinical and support
staff, are caring for patients with COVID, often without the resources required to do
so safely. Lack of PPE, appropriate training, and staff have hindered their ability to
save lives as they would normally. Tens of thousands of patients in the United States
have died despite great efforts to save them, which has had a severe impact on morale.
Additionally, the potential for healthcare workers to become infected is high: One recent
CDC report found that, of those case reports that included data on healthcare worker
employee status, 19% of those infected with COVID were reported to be healthcare
workers, although it is not clear how many were infected on the job. At least 27
healthcare workers have died, but these statistics are all likely underestimates because
of incomplete testing and reporting.21 Healthcare workers must also wrestle with the
potential that they may infect members of their own family.
The morbidity and mortality of hospitalized COVID cases, coupled with the concern
among healthcare workers that they themselves, their colleagues, or family members
may contract the virus, have led to physical and mental exhaustion in the healthcare
workforce.35 It is imperative that leaders at the federal, state, and local levels identify
ways to support and protect the mental health of this essential workforce so that they
can continue to care for patients.
One potential exemplar to emulate is Project Liberty, which was initiated after the
September 11 terrorist attacks in New York City to support the mental health needs
of those affected by the crisis. This program was funded by FEMA’s Crisis Counseling
Assistance and Training Program, which “funds short-term public education, outreach,
and crises counseling services” after a federal disaster declaration.36
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Additionally, individual facilities “need to address the stress on individual providers and
on general operations by monitoring reactions and performance, altering assignments
and schedules, modifying expectations, and creating mechanisms to offer psychosocial
support as needed.”37 For example, participants in one study that looked at the domestic
response to the 2014-16 Ebola outbreak identified hospital-based mental health
programs led by clergy members and counselors as critical to supporting their mental
health and morale.38 Some university systems have already implemented systems to
support the mental health and wellbeing of healthcare workers, including links to
emotional support hotlines, pastoral care, stress reduction activities, and many other
resources.39 It is important that all healthcare workers have access to these types of
immediate and long-term resources to prevent lasting effects, such as post-traumatic
stress disorder.
Recommendations:
•

Hospitals and other healthcare facilities should make counseling available to
staff and implement mental health and well-being support programs.

•

Local and state governments should consider jurisdiction-wide mental health
support programs for healthcare workers.

•

HHS, through the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA), should provide guidance and best practices to state and local
governments and healthcare facilities.

How can we provide medical care and sick leave for all people in
the United States?
Although systemic barriers and disparities in access to health care have been persistent
issues in the United States, COVID has further exposed gaps in a system for ensuring
the health of individuals in the nation. The current state of healthcare financing and
delivery is insufficient to meet the needs of many individuals. Those without insurance
may fear the financial consequences of seeking medical care, which could lead to
greater morbidity and mortality as well as more transmission of disease.40
Before the pandemic, approximately 26 million people in America did not have health
insurance.41 As of April 30, 2020, another 30 million or more Americans are newly
unemployed due to the response to the pandemic, and therefore many are, or soon will
be, without employer-provided health coverage. This precludes people from having
access to care for COVID and everything else.
Universal healthcare coverage is needed now more than ever to ensure coverage of
COVID and non-COVID care for individuals who are without health insurance or who
are newly unemployed due to the pandemic. For individuals recently unemployed,
COBRA plans provide the ability to maintain coverage after termination of employment,
but these plans can increase costs to individuals up to 5-fold from previous costs.42
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With the potential to need high levels of hospital care for extended periods of time
due to severe COVID illness, lack of insurance coverage could cost individuals as much
as $75,000, and this figure does not include prolonged intensive care or mechanical
ventilation.43 The CARES Act provides $30 billion to reimburse hospitals at Medicare
rates for uncompensated care of patients who are uninsured and prohibits hospitals
from balance billing these patients.44 It is not clear, however, that this coverage extends
to all aspects of care, including physicians’ fees and outpatient or rehabilitation
expenses.
Another need is paid sick leave. From the outset of the pandemic, the messaging to
individuals and communities has been to stay home if you are sick. However, many
employers do not offer paid time off, which creates a financial barrier to adhering to
these public health recommendations.
The federal government should take action to ensure the ability of all individuals to
attain health care, isolate if sick, and adhere to public health recommendations. This is
needed not only to prevent the unnecessary loss of life but to protect communities and
ensure measures can be taken to prevent the further spread of COVID.
Recommendations:
•

The Administration and Congress should ensure that all healthcare costs related
to COVID are covered under the CARES Act.

•

Congress should pass legislation to require all employers to provide at least 10
days of paid sick leave to all employees for the duration of the pandemic.

•

Given the high and growing number of uninsured people in the country due
to this crisis, Congress should develop a plan to ensure access to affordable
healthcare coverage for all Americans.

How can we make telemedicine a new normal?
The rise of telemedicine as an alternative and supplement to in-person visits had
been steadily increasing over the past decade. Many routine healthcare needs, such as
dermatology visits, primary care visits, and post-op visits, were found to be amenable
to this technology without any detriment to patient care.45 Even simple electronic chart
review consultations of in-patients have been found to be beneficial in some contexts.46
The advent of the pandemic and the ensuing limitation of outpatient clinic visits in
many parts of the country created a need to immediately scale-up telemedicine and
divert many patients to that format of interacting with their healthcare providers. As
the pandemic continues and hospitals seek to preserve capacity and limit the exposure
of both providers and patients to the virus at healthcare facilities, it is likely that use of
telemedicine will continue to increase.
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To that end, healthcare facilities should invest in technological solutions to accomplish
such a transition. It is likely that this investment will have an enduring value that
extends beyond the pandemic, as the growth of telemedicine will only increase and be
accelerated significantly by its use during the pandemic.
It will be crucial, however, that healthcare facilities carefully scrutinize what may or may
not be suitable for a telemedicine visit and not fail to evaluate patients in person when
it is medically indicated. It is also vital that physician compensation plans, which often
value telemedicine visits lower than in-person visits, treat such visits with parity so as
not to disincentivize the use of telemedicine.
Recommendations:
•

Healthcare facilities should make substantial long-term investments in
telemedicine and telehealth.

•

Healthcare payers should reimburse telemedicine visits on par with in-person
visits.

•

HHS in collaboration with professional societies should provide guidance and
best practices for telemedicine and telehealth.

How can we reduce the number of undiagnosed infectious
diseases in our hospitals?
The first cases of this pandemic, like those of SARS before it, were described as a viral
pneumonia that defied diagnosis. Through a process of genetic sequencing, a novel
coronavirus was identified.47 Similarly, the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic virus was
initially identified as an untypeable influenza virus in a research study.48 It is certain
that prior to the initial 41-person cluster of COVID patients in Wuhan, China, in
late December 2019 and January 2010, the SARS-CoV-2 virus (the virus that causes
COVID-19) was circulating and causing sporadic or unnoticed infections for weeks.
However, these cases went unidentified, as they were hidden among other cases of
pneumonia and influenza. This is not surprising, as many cases of pneumonia are not
diagnosed to a specific microbiologic level;49 rather, they are treated only empirically
with broad-spectrum antibiotics with very basic microbiological investigation pursued.
A similar situation occurs with sepsis, encephalitis, and viral meningitis.
The empirical treatment approach to infectious disease diagnosis leaves the world
vulnerable to pandemic threats that go unnoticed as they make their first forays into
humans, mixed among common clinical syndromes such as pneumonia, meningitis,
encephalitis, and sepsis. In developed countries, there is no technological barrier to
specific microbiologic diagnoses, as various technologies are commercially available but
not widely used.50 The advent of the pandemic has persuaded many hospitals to invest
in such diagnostic tests.
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To enhance pandemic preparedness, it is essential that such diagnostic testing become
more widely employed in hospitals throughout the country with all infectious disease
syndromes. To facilitate this improvement in diagnostic acumen, policymakers must
remove diagnostic testing from payment bundles. Currently, hospitals are typically paid
a lump sum for all care provided to a patient based on the diagnosis. With a fixed price
for each diagnostic group, any dollar spent on diagnostic testing that does not shorten
the length of stay reduces the reimbursement available to offset other costs. Therefore,
there is a financial disincentive to diagnostic testing, because it diminishes hospital
reimbursement for in-patients.
Recommendations:
•

CMS and other payers should separate diagnostic testing from bundled
payments.

•

CDC and professional societies should provide guidance and best practices
regarding microbiologic diagnostic testing.

•

CMS and accrediting bodies should track and review excessive use of infectious
disease diagnoses without a microbiologic diagnosis.

How can we better protect EMS personnel from infectious
diseases?
Emergency medical services systems and providers are on the front lines of the health
response to large-scale disasters, including COVID. EMS professionals in the United
States have provided medical care and transportation during pandemic influenzas,
importations of Ebola, and other high-consequence pathogens, but none have had
the widespread systemic effects of COVID. Because of the unpredictable and, at times,
chaotic nature of EMS practice, EMS providers face different occupational health
risks compared with hospital-based clinicians. Infection control and prevention
practices in EMS rely primarily on the provision and proper use of PPE and on
universal precautions, such as hand hygiene. However, like other healthcare workers,
EMS providers have been facing serious shortages of PPE. EMS agencies chronically
struggle with inadequate funding, which limits their ability to stockpile appropriate
PPE.51 As such, COVID is taking a dramatic toll on the EMS workforce in the hardest hit
areas. Amid record-high call volumes, it was reported that 1 in every 4 New York fire
department EMS providers had called in sick and that roughly 10% of the workforce
had tested positive for COVID.52 A similar but perhaps less dramatic strain on EMS is
expected in other states with increasing COVID transmission. It is not clear what role
infected EMS personnel may play in the spread of COVID.
The highly fragmented nature of EMS practice in the United States makes achieving
systemic reforms challenging. However, recent years have seen some qualified
successes. HHS’s Hospital Preparedness Program (HPP) provides a grant mechanism to
enable hospitals, public health departments, EMS agencies, and other stakeholders in a
given locality to conduct joint planning for large-scale emergencies, an investment that
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we believe has paid dividends. However, additional resources and creative thinking will
be needed to more fully integrate EMS systems and providers into the larger healthcare
response to high-consequence epidemic and pandemic diseases. To that end, we
recommend the following:
Recommendations
•

Federal, state, and local governments should prioritize and fund EMS systems
and providers to receive PPE, particularly N95 respirators, on par with hospitals.

•

States should integrate EMS data into COVID surveillance systems to better
understand disease transmission, especially in large cities.

•

In the longer term, CMS should reconsider the reimbursement process for EMS,
and state and local governments should reassess the baseline funding needs of
EMS.

How can we better coordinate the healthcare response to COVID
and the next pandemic?
During any disaster, it is important for healthcare facilities to work together to
effectively treat as many patients as possible. This is especially true in a catastrophic
event like the COVID pandemic. Hospitals need to work with each other, EMS, and
public health agencies to distribute patient load optimally. They also need to coordinate
around staffing, resources, and uniform implementation of crisis standards of care,
among many other issues. Without this coordination, for example, a hospital could be
completely overwhelmed, resulting in unnecessary deaths, while a neighboring hospital
has plenty of excess capacity.
During the response to COVID, we have seen examples of healthcare facilities sharing
resources (eg, ventilators) and personnel. Largely, but not exclusively, this has occurred
within health systems. We have also seen very encouraging evidence of collaboration
among competing health systems around crisis standards of care and allocation of
scarce resources. And we have seen unprecedented action by mayors and governors
to coordinate the health response using their emergency powers. State hospital
associations and boards of health have also been providing important coordination.
These actions are very encouraging, and continued cooperation will be essential in the
near term going forward as deferred services are resumed and possible subsequent
waves of COVID occur.
Healthcare coalitions53,54 have been created to foster this kind of cooperation.
Healthcare coalitions are fundamental to the current US national strategy for healthcare
preparedness. As a required part of the HPP program, the 360 healthcare coalitions are
intended to foster collaborative planning for and response to disasters and emergencies
among local healthcare facilities, public health agencies, EMS, and other stakeholders.18
For example, coalitions should be helping to coordinate the sharing of scare resources,
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such as PPE, ventilators, and healthcare workers. In addition, healthcare coalitions are
well situated to gather needed data on healthcare facility capacity and share that with
the state. At this point, we do not know how effective coalitions have been during the
pandemic or what specific roles they have played in various communities. Hopefully, the
pandemic will be a driver of even more robust engagement in the coalitions by a variety
of healthcare entities.
The federal government has limited situational awareness of the front-line healthcare
system. For over a decade, HHS has sought an effective mechanism to know how
hospitals and other healthcare facilities are doing during a crisis and what help they
may need. However, there is no existing system for hospitals to efficiently provide
real-time capacity data and operational status to ASPR. This hampers the ability to
coordinate federal support and decision making at the highest levels of government.
HHS must prioritize finding solutions to this important gap in federal emergency
management. One solution may be to harness the vast amounts of data that exist in
electronic medical records systems.
Recommendations:
•

The healthcare situational awareness capabilities of ASPR should be
substantially improved now and in the future so that the secretary and the
White House can have a clear and up-to-the-minute understanding of what is
happening on the ground in hospitals and other healthcare facilities.

•

The ways in which mayors and governors coordinated the healthcare response
in their jurisdictions and the emergency measures they implemented should be
studied and compiled to distill a compendium of best practices to inform the
remainder of this pandemic and future crises.

•

The role and effectiveness of healthcare coalitions during the COVID pandemic
should be studied to provide best practices going forward and to inform future
program strategy.

•

Electronic medical records must be made interoperable, more accessible, and
searchable by public health personnel to aid in state and federal situational
awareness and emergency management. Pilot projects to explore the feasibility
of this should be considered.

•

The federal HPP should be greatly strengthened. Its budget should be
increased significantly in conjunction with a strategy for enhancing healthcare
preparedness across the board. This funding is especially needed to pay for
coalition and other cross-sectoral and regional activities.

•

Likewise, the CMS’s emergency preparedness rule should be further
strengthened and tied to reimbursement levels. The relative proportion of
healthcare preparedness that should be funded through HPP versus CMS
reimbursement needs to be determined.
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•

The United States needs more hospital surge capacity. Market forces have driven
the number of staffed beds to a level that provides very little surge capacity, and
many small hospitals in rural communities have closed. This makes the country
vulnerable to unpredictable surges in volume, whether from an epidemic or
another kind of disaster. Local, state, and federal governments all have an
interest in there being more surge capacity, and they should all provide funding
toward this end.

CONCLUSION
The COVID pandemic has clearly demonstrated the need for more robust healthcare
preparedness and some fundamental changes in US health policy. In this report, we
have outlined both short- and long-term recommendations to address this need. Each
of these high-level recommendations needs to be fully fleshed out, which will require
much more work, but we believe that together they provide a reasonable action plan
for meeting the immediate pressing issues presented by the pandemic and adapting
the healthcare system to make it more resilient to future epidemics and emergencies.
We have not addressed all of the issues facing the healthcare system, but we have made
judgments about what we feel are the highest priorities. As time goes on and as we learn
more, these priorities may well change.
These recommendations will cost billions of dollars, but they may also provide day-today benefits in the quality of patient care and will certainly cost less than the trillions
now being spent because our public health and healthcare system was not prepared or
equipped for this pandemic.
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